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Cryptic Crossword
By Brit Ray

DIRECTIONS
In a cryptic crossword, either the first or last part of
the clue is a literal definition. The rest is fun and
games. Watch for anagrams
(clues are spoiled, mixed-up,
etc.), reversals (clues are
returned, going west, rising,
etc.), containers and hidden
words (clues are within,
surrounding, held by, etc.),
sound-alikes (clues are we
hear, purportedly, etc.), as
well as charades, deletions,
abbreviations, puns, literary
references, disguise of verbs
and nouns as nouns as verbs,
and combinations of any of
these. Examples: 1.What the
witch makes Rapunzel do is scary
(4,7) Ans.: hair-raising; a pun. 
2. Drag to emergency room in tall building
(5) Ans.: tower = tall building (drag=> tow + E.R.
<= emergency room; a charade) 3. Secures hair (5)
Ans.: locks ( a homonym). 

ACROSS
1. Academic in Utah city street  (7)
5. Name of country?  It is lodged in brain  (7)
9. Intends with small change to make stamps  (7)

10. Sewn pin wheels for different angle  (3,4)
11. Cited true works for conviction  (9)
12. Purportedly tear down to build up  (5)
13. Small ringlets are accents  (8)
15. Falls, skins badly  (5)
17. “O,” pear-shaped in musical production  (5)
19. Alien after student for communication system  (8)
23. Sheep carry nothing in travels  (5)
24. It caved in. Repair support  (9)
26. Hidden mantra in edition taught  (7)
27. Take what’s fashionable from intuition for a fee (7)
28. Growled when hair got tangled.  A RaPUNzel?  (7)
29. Got legs dancing.  Some pins! (7)                                

DOWN 
1. Hal is a fine fellow  (6)
2. Demand containment for derelicts  (5)
3. Better file now for separate identity  (3,4)
4. Sit back and sue small networks (7)
5. Wonderful French veils for hats (7)
6. War’s din unsettling to the core  (7)
7. Tool I can fix inside computer  (9)
8. Incomprehensible stuff seen on SN network (8)

14. A bad heart afflicted silent film star  (5,4)
16. Wares!  Lot going for bargain prices  (3,5)
18. Weapons near Sal scattered  (7)
19. Attacked, Van died brutally  (7)
20. Tint toy carefully for toddler  (4,3)
21. I hear ruling is trickling down  (7)
22. Begins “Horrible Creatures”  (6)
25. Ego at center of real mix-up could be sprite  (5)
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